The Effect of the Aeration Condition on the Liquid–Solid Material Mixing in a Stirred Tank with a Single-Layer Impeller
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Abstract: In order to increase industrial production quality and efficiency, it is essential to understand how the aeration and no-aeration condition affects liquid and solid material mixing in the stirred tank. Due to complicated shear flows, the related mass-transfer mechanism confronts numerous difficulties. This paper put forward an improved computational fluid dynamics and discrete element method (CFD–DEM) modeling approach to explore the effect mechanism of aeration conditions on liquid–solid material mixing. Firstly, a mass-transfer dynamic model is set up with a volume of fluid and piecewise linear interface construction (VOF–PLIC) coupling strategy to explore flow modes and vorticity evolution trends under aeration control. Then, a self-developed interphase coupling interface is utilized to modify the coupling force and porosity of the porous media model in the DEM module, and random dispersion properties of the particle phase under non-aeration and aeration are obtained. Results show that the aeration and flow-blocking components transform fluid tangential speeds into axial and radial speeds, which can improve the material mixing quality and efficiency. The mixed flow field can reach a greater turbulent process under the impeller rotation, making the particles have an intensive disorder and complex flow patterns. The enhanced motion efficiency of the vortex clusters encourages their nesting courses and improves cross-scale mixed transport. It can serve as some reference for the three-phase flow mixing mechanism, vorticity distribution law, and particle motion solution and has a general significance for battery homogeneous mixing, biopharmaceutical processes, and chemical process extraction.
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1. Introduction

The multiphase stirring reactor has been applied in biochemical, architectural engineering, and metallurgy courses. In liquid–solid systems, the solid particles denote the dispersed phase, and the mixing, dispersion, and transfer between the various phases are highly difficult [1–4]. To achieve good interphase mass transport efficiency and accelerate the reaction process, the reactor must ensure particle suspensions and uniform dispersion. The discrete phase holdup distribution, vorticity distribution, and particle suspension effect in the reactor are concerned with the reactor type, flow pattern, and operating parameters, which can effectively reflect mixing courses. Hence, in order to obtain the best design and engineering scale-up, it is important to explore the multiphase mixing effect mechanism, flow transport laws, and dynamic control techniques.

Numerous variables, including the kind of stirring paddle, the mode of operation, and the phase composition, impact the multiphase mixing process [5–7]. To fulfill the goal of mass transfer, the material must be well mixed and disseminated, which is accomplished in the mixing tank by the rotating impeller and provides energy to the fluid in the paddle region. This powerful three-dimensional flow subsequently encourages the general flow
of the whole tank [8,9]. Several innovative actuators have been developed to enhance the power and mass-transfer performance of conventional paddle types in order to increase the efficacy of gas–liquid mass transfer. However, mixing solid phases, such as solid catalysts and biomass, frequently occurs in conjunction with the gas–liquid stirring process. Adding a solid phase further increases the intricacy of the mass-transfer process. It poses significant problems to the dynamic properties of mass transfer and the real-time evolution of the three-phase flow pattern.

A number of techniques have been investigated for measuring the internal characteristic parameters of the chemical reactor. Macroscopic properties of three-phase flow reactors, such as characteristic speed and power consumption, can be measured using established techniques [10–12]. However, it is challenging to measure the local phase holdup distribution using dispersible phases. With the advancement of computational fluid mechanics theory, the CFD method has demonstrated tremendous promise in assisting in the most effective design of reactors. It has steadily grown to be a crucial tool for industrializing and scaling up reactors [13–15]. Micale used the Euler–Euler multi-fluid model to predict and simulate two-phase systems with flow-blocking components and found that the numerical technique can forecast the formation course of transparent liquid layers [16]. Ochieng studied solid suspension in a baffled tank by the CFD method and found that the transient simulation method could better predict solid suspension than the steady-state method [17]. Wang combined the theory of two-fluid dynamics to study particle flow behaviors and found that the numerical method forecasts velocity and particle distribution at different altitudes [18]. Gu used the classical Euler–Euler method and standard turbulence model to study suspension process properties. As the impeller rotation speed rises, the increasing liquid viscosity keeps particles in suspension [19]. The internal fluid dynamics features of the reactor under various configurations and operating situations can be modeled and predicted using the specifics of the macroscopic flow and microscopic turbulence characteristics in the stirred tank.

From the above literature, current research focuses on rotating velocity, particle behaviors, and two-phase flows. The effects of the aeration condition on the liquid–solid material mixing with a single-layer impeller are absent. Due to the lack of local characteristic experimental parameters related to gas–liquid–solid mixed course, the numerical modeling and solving methods of three-phase mixing containers regarding cross-scale transfer mechanism need further exploration.

To address the above problems, an improved CFD–DEM coupling modeling method oriented to three-phase mixed material transfer is presented. Firstly, a fluid–solid coupling model is built with a VOF–PLIC–DEM method. The bidirectional coupling processes of fluid and particles are realized to restore the particle state by the self-developed interphase coupling interface. The effects of the aeration condition on the liquid–solid material mixing with a single-layer impeller are explored to obtain the material mixing mechanism and flow patterns.

2. Mixing Process Numerical Model
2.1. Flow-Field Mathematical Model

The mixed flow field involves many phenomena, including energy exchange, multiphase coupling, and material transfer [20–22]. The multiphase VOF model can be appropriate to track interphase interfaces and obtain better numerical precision. The control equations can be described as follows [23–25]:

\[
\frac{\partial \beta}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\beta \mathbf{u}) = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \beta \mathbf{u})}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \beta \mathbf{u} \mathbf{u}) = -\beta \nabla p + \nabla \cdot (\beta (\nabla \mathbf{u} + (\nabla \mathbf{u})^T)) + \rho \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{F}_{st}) + \mathbf{F}_{pf}
\]
where \( u \) describes the fluid velocity, \( F_{pf} \) denotes the reactive force, \( p \) is the pressure, \( F_{st} \) is the surface tension, \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity, \( \rho_i \) denotes the fluid density, and \( \beta \) is the void ratio. The interface can be acquired by the volume fraction [26–28]:

\[
\frac{\partial \beta_q}{\partial t} + v_q \cdot \nabla \beta_q = \frac{S_{pq}}{\rho_q} + \frac{1}{\rho} \sum_{\rho_i} (m_{pq} - m_{qq})
\]

(3)

where \( S_{pq} \) is the source term, \( \beta_q \) denotes the volume fraction, \( m_{pq} \) and \( m_{qq} \) denote the mass transport from phase \( p \) to \( q \) and phase \( q \) to \( p \), respectively, \( v_q \) denotes the phase velocity, and \( \rho_q \) is the phase density. The above equations are solved separately for each phase, not only for the principal phase but also satisfying the following constraints: \( \rho = \sum \beta_i \rho_i \).

The mixed flow course has typical rotation and shear flow field characteristics. The piecewise linear interface construction (PLIC) approach takes on good restoration effects on swirling and shear velocity fields, and constructed interfaces have higher precision [29–32]. The PLIC approach can solve interface shapes and properly trace the mixing course.

The gas–liquid interface appears in the inner junction of an element \((i, j)\). The normal vector \( n \) can be defined as the grid center, and the vector \( n \) is described as:

\[
n_{ij} = \frac{1}{4} \left( n_{i+1/2,j-1/2} + n_{i-1/2,j-1/2} + n_{i+1/2,j+1/2} + n_{i-1/2,j+1/2} \right)
\]

(4)

It is assumed that \( n = (n_x, n_y) \) is perpendicular to interfaces, and the linear equation of interphase interfaces is

\[
n_x x + n_y y = b
\]

(5)

In Equation (5), \( b \) denotes the distance from point \( B \) to an interface, and the fluid zone can be the shadow part zone.

\[
E_{ij} = S_{ABC}
\]

(6)

According to the \( b \) sum \( E_{ij} \) obtained, only a definite line segment is observed, and an interface is determined.

The mixed flows are a complex turbulent mechanics problem. The basic characteristic of turbulent flow is the randomness of fluid microcluster motion, which not only has lateral pulsation but also has an opposite motion relative to the total motion of the fluid. The renormalization group RNG \((k-\varepsilon)\) model focuses on higher Reynolds number issues, which are appropriate for intensive swirling flows involving rapid strains and cross-scale vortices, and are suitable for simulating the mixed flow in the stirred tank. The transport and dissipation equations of turbulence energy can be expressed as follows [33–35]:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \epsilon}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \epsilon u_j)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \left( \alpha_k \mu_{eff} \right) \frac{\partial \epsilon}{\partial x_j} \right) + G_k + G_b - \rho \epsilon - Y_M
\]

(7)

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \mu}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \mu u_j)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \left( \alpha_k \mu_{eff} \right) \frac{\partial \mu}{\partial x_j} \right) + C_1 \frac{\varepsilon}{k} (G_k + C_3 \epsilon G_b) - C_2 \rho \varepsilon^2 \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} - R
\]

(8)

where \( \alpha_k \) and \( \alpha_\varepsilon \) denote reciprocals of the effective Prandtl numbers, \( Y_M \) is the effect of the total dissipation rate, and \( G_k \) and \( G_b \) are the turbulence kinetic energy terms.

2.2. Particle Mathematical Model

The discrete element method (DEM) can compute contact forces and motions. Particle phases can be regarded as discrete phases, which are closer to reality than other methods and can better restore the real motion of the particle [36,37]. The contact torque and governing equations are obtained [38–40]:

\[
m_i \ddot{x}_i = \sum_j F_{c,ij} + F_{pt,i} + m_i g
\]

(9)
where \( L \) is the paddle length.

Then, the DEM module computes the particle motion equations and updates the particle's characteristic information. As the coupling solution is convergence, the flow field performs until convergence.

2.3. Fluid–Solid Coupling Solution Method

A porous model-based fluid–solid coupling method is presented to obtain interphase effects. The computer equation can be described as follows:

\[
\varepsilon_f = 1 - \sum_i \varepsilon_{ps,i}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_{ps,i} \) is the particle volume in a control element. The VOF–DEM computation flow chart is described in Figure 1. As the boundary condition is initial, the governing equations and turbulent energy equations can be solved. Then, the DEM module computes the particle motion equations and updates the particle's characteristic information. As the coupling solution is convergence, the flow field performs the next step. If not, the porous model is utilized to compute interphase effects and continue flow calculation. It is possible to realize this two-way coupling and communicate data until convergence.

\[
I_i \ddot{\theta}_{p,i} = \sum_f (T_{t,ij} + T_{r,ij})
\]  

Figure 1. Fluid–solid coupling flow chart.

3. Numerical Calculation of the Three-Phase Model

3.1. Physical Geometry and Meshing

The mixed model selected is a semi-circular bottom container with a baffle plate. The model mainly includes a mixing impeller, mixing shaft, mixing tank wall, inlet and outlet, and four uniform baffles. The structure is described in Figure 2, and the following physical characteristics can be obtained: diameter \( W = 200 \) mm, installation height \( D = 93 \) mm, paddle length \( L = 45 \) mm, inclination angle \( 45^\circ \), liquid level height \( h_1 = W \), mixing shaft diameter \( d_1 = 14 \) mm, height \( H = 3T/2 \), width \( W = T/10 \), air inlet diameter \( d_2 = 14 \) mm, impeller diameter \( Y = W/2 \), height \( h_a = 4 \) mm, baffle height \( h_b = 11W/10 \), and width \( W/10 \).
3. Numerical Calculation of the Three-Phase Model

3.1. Physical Geometry and Meshing

During mesh partitioning, proper resolution, smoothness, low skew, and a proper number of meshes should be considered [41,42]. The mesh must be fine in places with enormous pressure, velocity, and temperature gradient. To calculate efficiently in the area of small velocity and temperature gradient, there is no significant change in the flow behavior to be captured, and such an area does not need to be divided into a better mesh. Since the calculation cost is proportional to the element numbers, it is best to fully consider the flow-field properties, select appropriate grid sizes, and reduce unnecessary grid numbers. Here, the tetrahedral meshes are utilized to divide the fluid field domain and set up the three-phase dynamic model (Figure 3).

The fluid region includes the vessel zone and rotating zone. The gradient variation in the strong shear zone is the biggest due to the huge variable gradient of the rotating region, particularly the mixed impeller. The partial grid division course should be refined so the grid scales of the vessel and rotating zones are 7 mm and 5 mm, respectively, and the total meshes are 527,890.
3.2. Boundary and Initial Conditions

The vessel wall denotes non-slipping condition, the bottom represents the aerated pipe, the top of reaction containers represents the pressure outlet boundary condition, and the speed entrance can be set. The impeller rotation model should be carefully solved in hybrid simulation. The multiple reference frame model can simulate mixing tanks with baffles and tanks, saving calculation resources and accurately meeting most scenarios [43–45]. Due to the simulation of an unsteady process and complex phase change, pressure implicit with splitting operators can be adopted. The pressure staggering option method can be utilized to avoid internal pressures from changing rapidly and high swirling flow.

In EDEM software, a softball contact model should be utilized to solve the particle impact course, and the elastic coefficient and damping coefficient establish the collision contact model to calculate the collision contact course. The physical parameters can be listed in Table 1. A user-defined function interphase interface is designed to achieve bidirectional fluid–solid coupling calculations. Default sample point parameters, momentum subluxation factor, volume subluxation factor, and heat source relaxation factor remain unchanged. In the particle factory, 10,000 spherical particles are randomly generated. To ensure computational stability and continuity, the particle scale should be smaller than the smallest grid size, and the element size should meet calculating accuracies.

### Table 1. Fluid and granule medium characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granule density/(kg/m³)</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granule number</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granule Young module/MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granule Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granule diameter/mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddle speed/rpm</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Particle Evolution Regularities in the Three-Phase Mixing Process

The physical space of gas, liquid, and solid is a complex turbulent environment, and the existence of flow baffle elements causes turbulent flows to be a disorder at the rotating speed. It will be further investigated and compared to how different aeration settings affect fluid flow and solid particle suspension in the mixed area in order to acquire the fluid–solid multiphase coupling and interphase mass-transfer characteristics.

Figure 4 shows particle velocity distribution in the three-phase mixing course. In Figure 4a, the particle is located at the bottom of the container, and the particle takes on the concentrating forms. The particles are sucked under impeller rotating effects. The impeller rotation increases shear energies and fluid axial speeds. In Figure 4b, the particles are in contact with the impeller and diffused to the container wall and baffle since the rotating effect. The particles in the impeller center have a large speed value in Figure 4c, and the particle speed is concentrated at 0.75 m/s–1.0 m/s. Still, the particle speed at the bottom of the impeller can be concentrated at 0 m/s–0.5 m/s. In Figure 4d, the impeller disperses particles and slows down local particles. Under the action of the rotating impeller, some of the particles rise to the free liquid level while others are stopped by the baffle and fall to the container bottom. The particles may be completely mixed, and the fluid field may be in extremely nonlinear turbulence.

The radial velocity distribution can be obtained to investigate particle evolution features (Figure 5). This section is centrally located above the aeration port and represents the radial distribution of particles at the mixing space. Particle speed distribution in the initial state is uniform in Figure 5a, and there is no large value. At this time, the particles can be mainly influenced by gravity and vertical upward suction, showing a central convergence state. In Figure 5b, the particles move upward under the effect of impeller rotation, and the local particles reach a high-velocity peak. Many particles show uniform
velocity variation characteristics. Figure 5c shows no significant change in particle velocity, and only one particle has a mutation peak. In Figure 5d, after the mixed flow field reaches a completely turbulent state, the velocity amplitude of the particles fluctuates greatly, a large number of particles have random velocity values, and the velocity distribution is nonlinear. It can be seen from the above characteristics that after full mixing, the disorder and randomness of particle motion in the entire flow field become more complex, and the material mixing efficiency will inevitably increase.

Figure 4. Particle velocity distributions in the three-phase mixing process. (a) Initial state. (b) Particle rise. (c) Particle dispersion. (d) Particle mixing.

Figure 5. Particle velocity curves in the three-phase mixing process. (a) Initial state. (b) Particle rise. (c) Particle dispersion. (d) Particle mixing.
Based on the above, the energy evolution trends of particles in this cross-section are obtained, as shown in Figure 6. The total energy of particles has a high randomness in the evolution process. In Figure 6a, the particle capacity varies within a small fluctuation range, wherein the particles are mainly affected by kinetic energies generated by impeller rotating effects. In Figure 6b, when the flow field begins to disturb, the particle energy changes obviously, showing more random energy pulses. As particles diffuse to the mixed flow field, the energy value of particles increases slightly, as shown in Figure 6c. The velocity of most particles is concentrated in the range of 4 J–5 J, and only a few particles have an energy value of 7 J. In Figure 6d, after the flow field is fully mixed, the total energy of particles does not change significantly, but the randomness is enhanced. The phenomenon shows that the mixed flow field can achieve a higher turbulent process under impeller rotation, which makes particles take on a higher disorder and complex flow patterns.

Figure 6. Particle energy curves in the three-phase mixing process. (a) Initial state. (b) Particle rise. (c) Particle dispersion. (d) Particle mixing.

4.2. Evolution Characteristics in the Three-Phase Mixing Process

The velocity distributions under non-aerated and aerated conditions are shown in Figure 7. The fluid around the impeller has a large velocity value. A local circulating flow is formed under the paddle rotation and baffle action (Figure 7a). When the mixed fluid fields are inflated in Figure 7b, the mixed fluid is lifted from the bottom by the rotation of the blade and sent through the blade by strong shear forces at high speed. The impeller rotation effect causes a portion of the fluid to descend and then rise again, creating a circulating flow in the lower portion.

From the figure, the loop flows in the left and right parts are different. Under the action of the baffle, many local turbulent vortices are formed in the mixed flow field in the aerated state, which improves the evolution disorder of flow patterns. The above phenomenon shows that the gas filling control directly affects the three-phase mixing course and can increase the chaotic evolution trend to enhance mass-transfer efficiencies and material mixing qualities.

The vorticity cloud diagrams are obtained to investigate the influences of inflation conditions on three-phase mixed courses, as shown in Figure 8. As the mixing container is inflated, the vorticity distribution becomes complex, as shown in Figure 8a. In impeller
rotation and baffle obstruction, the vorticity of turbulent vortices accumulates on both sides of the mixing vessel, as shown in Figure 8b,c. In the upper part of the impeller, the vorticity value is small, and the fluid field appears to have a lower vorticity zone and presents an asymmetric state (Figure 8c). In Figure 8d, the impeller has a larger vorticity value. When the inflation rate of the mixing vessel is large, the turbulent field has higher upper impulse energy, and the vorticity value in the inflation region is the largest, which produces intensive disturbances to mixing systems. The above phenomena illustrate that the dynamic control method of aeration increases the material mixing process of the turbulent field and causes complex polymerization and dissipation phenomenon of local turbulent vortices. It improves the quality and efficiency of the three-phase mixing process to a certain extent.

Figure 7. Velocity distributions of mixed flow field under non-aerated and aerated conditions. (a) Non-aerated. (b) Aerated.

Figure 8. Vorticity distributions of flow field under aeration conditions. (a) Initial state. (b) Particle rise. (c) Particle dispersion. (d) Particle mixing.
4.3. Particle Dispersion Effect

The relative standard deviation (RSD) can be introduced to characterize particle dispersion effects, as shown in Figure 9. The RSD of particle numbers in multiple sampling zones should be adopted as an evaluation index. Due to a particle being deposited at the container bottom, the RSD value is large in the initial state, and the particle distribution is uneven. The RSD curve has an upward trend. As the stirring course continues, particles reach impellers and disperse to various regions, and the RSD curves show rapid downward trends. Then it oscillates in a small range to a quasi-steady state. The RSD curve without aeration takes on decreasing trends, and lower RSD values appear. At this time, the particle state is steady, oscillation amplitudes with aeration conditions are large, and dispersion effects are the best. Inflation increases the mixed instability and nonlinear turbulent motion. The above phenomena illustrate that aeration control will improve particle suspension effects and enhance distribution uniformity.

![Figure 9. Changes in the RSD with time under air and no-air working conditions.](image)

5. Conclusions

The three-phase mixing transport is a complex dynamic phenomenon, and numerical modeling of fluid–solid two-way coupling in the shear region is challenging. Here, a three-phase flow modeling method is proposed to investigate the effect mechanisms of inflation on the particle suspension features. Relevant conclusions are as follows:

1. Based on a VOF–PLIC approach, a three-phase mass-transfer model can be conducted to obtain flow modes and vorticity evolution trends under the aeration condition. Many local turbulent vortices are formed in the aerated state, and the baffle makes flow patterns appear as disordered features. The aeration increases the material mixing efficiency and causes polymerization and dissipation phenomenon of the local turbulent vortices.

2. According to the UDF interphase interface, the flow field can be coupled with the DEM model for bidirectional calculation. The mixed flow field under impeller rotation can achieve a relatively high turbulent process, some particles rise to the free liquid level, and some particles are interrupted by the baffle and fall to the bottom of the container. The particles take on a higher disorder, and the flow pattern of particles becomes complicated.

3. Under the aeration control, the motion efficiency of vortex groups can be improved, which promotes the nesting course of vortex groups across scales and raises mixed transport with cross-scale vortices. It improves material mixing effects inside the reaction vessel and has guiding significance for engineering applications such as the chemical industry and lithium batteries.
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